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Alipay and WeChat Prove That China’s Future Is
Cashless
Accessible, intuitive mobile platforms have made China an unlikely
frontrunner in the race toward becoming a cash-free society.
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ot long after Alipay, China’s most
widely used mobile payment platform,
announced that it would hold a
promotional event called “Cashless City Week”
from Aug. 1 to Aug. 8, its main rival, WeChat,
announced its own “Cashless Day” event,
beginning Aug. 8 and running for the rest of the
month. During these periods, businesses can send
out coupons over social media, while customers
can earn platform-issued rewards, digital “red
envelopes” filled with digital money, and other
prizes.
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Aside from their obvious promotional
function, campaigns like these help convince
consumers to give up cash, use their smartphones
to pay for goods and services, and bring about the
gradual demonetization of Chinese society.

In 2015, British newspaper The
Independent predicted that Denmark would
become the world’s first cashless nation. They
never guessed that two years later, the country
most often brought up in conversations about
cashless societies would be still-developing
China. In reality, economic development levels
do not have a significant influence on the
adoption of payment methods. Instead, there are
two key conditions that must be met for
consumers to abandon cash and turn to mobile
payments: low barriers to adoption and ease of
use.
Unlike Apple Pay and other overseas
payment platforms that can only be used by
linking a bank card, Alipay, WeChat Wallet, and
other Chinese third party payment platforms use
financial incentives to encourage users to take
money out of their bank accounts and temporarily
store it on the platform itself.

If 2014 was the dawn of China’s mobile
payment era, then the past two years have
doubtless been its golden age. According to a
report from the scholarly journal Big Data
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new users while also strengthening the retention
of existing users.
When Alipay first launched its Yu’e Bao
account, it offered higher interest rates than
traditional banks. Yu’e Bao is in essence a
currency fund: Users receive daily interest returns
based on the amount of money they have stored
in their account. Although these rates are no
longer as lucrative as they once were, they remain

higher than those offered for savings accounts at
traditional banks. Following Alipay’s lead,
WeChat Wallet then introduced a similar service.
Daily interest returns thus quickly became yet
another area of competition between the two
platforms.
Additionally, both plat-forms allow
money to be transferred relatively freely. Users
can send money to any account on the same
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systems, as their simplicity means that a lack of
education is no barrier to use. If we compare
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QR code technology, which was first
implemented in the 1980s, has played a vital role
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industry. Unlike credit cards, payment systems
platform relatively quickly and without having to
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reveal how those most attracted to mobile
payments tend to be young people. According to
the 2016 Mobile Payment User Survey Report
released by the think tank China e-Business
Research Center, users under the age of 30
comprise more than three-quarters of total users,
greatly out-numbering those from better-off older
generations.
In an ideal cashless society, people could
use digital payment methods to complete any
transaction. The elimination of cash would bring
about numerous positive effects, not least a
reduction in theft. How-ever, although mobile
payments have many benefits, their rapid spread
has caused some to express concerns about the
safety of their financial and personal information.
Hidden security risks still exist in the areas of data
transmission and storage, as well as in user
identity verification.
So far, although third-party mobile
payment plat-forms have led to changes in
consumer habits, they have not fundamentally
altered consumption patterns. For the time being,
at least, they are unable to completely eliminate
cash. With older demographics still reliant on
paper money, we must ensure that traditional
payment methods can still be used in daily life.
From a long-term perspective, however, China’s
transition to a cashless society is all but
inevitable.
Clarification: This article’s headline has
been updated to better reflect the author’s
argument. A previous version was titled:
“Alipay and Wechat Prove That Payment
Revolution Will Not Be Monetized.”
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